GW3-TRBO Update Notes

July 6, 2012

GW3-TRBO v.3.2.6.0 Release

The following details resolved issues and new features in GW3-TRBO v.3.2.6.0:

Alerts

- The Emergency window will now display the radio's last-used group in the Previous Group column

Channel

- Removed unused “Patch” column from the Busies panel
- The Last Activity time on the System Header will now be updated by all activity types that update the Zone headers

Connect

- If the packet indicating the end of a PTT is not received from the XRT 9000, the PTT will be ended if Connect receives the End Session packet for the related session
- Users may now send Selective Inhibit, Cancel Selective Inhibit, Database Snapshot and Radio Check commands on Connect Plus connections
- Connect Plus Timeout Interval now defaults to zero
- Connect Plus calls have had the call timeout adjusted to support the upper configuration limits

Launchpad

- Disabling a Temporary Filter for one user will no longer disable filters for other users on the same machine

Reports

- Added a “Private Non-Data” parameter box to APM Call Activity, Busy Detail and Call Activity reports

SAC

- Resolved an issue where the module could become unresponsive when quickly editing or deleting ID ranges or suspects
• Adding new schedules to CloneWatch will no longer cause ID ranges restricted to a schedule to show
the wrong schedule
• SAC provides option for Rapid Affiliation alerts to be reported to the Notification window

SysVista

• Statistics for all systems will now be displayed by default on the screen’s initial opening